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Tonsiki 10 Pieces
Titanium-Coated

1/8"(3mm) Shank Router
Bits Milling Cutter Fit

Dremel Rotary Tools for
DIY Woodworking, Carving,

Engraving, Drilling

$17.95
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Short Description

These are great Dremel router style bits to be able to accomplish a wide variety of mods on your computer ch
assis or other hardware in your rig. The Tonsiki 10 Pieces Titanium-Coated 1/8"(3mm) Shank Router Bits
Milling Cutter Fit Dremel Rotary Tools are great for DIY
cutting, engraving, and rounding your computer chassis parts!

Description

These are great Dremel router style bits to be able to accomplish a wide variety of mods on your computer ch
assis or other hardware in your rig. The Tonsiki 10 Pieces Titanium-Coated 1/8"(3mm) Shank Router Bits
Milling Cutter Fit Dremel Rotary Tools are great for DIY
cutting, engraving, and rounding your computer chassis parts!
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Features

Features:

[High Quality]Made of high quality high speed steel and coated with titanium for long life and
exceptionally precise cuts the first time, saving you energy and stress
[For Most Rotary Tools]A valuable addition to any woodworker's rotary tool, suitable for most rotary
tools including DREMEL, Craftsman, Chicago and more
[Various Type]10pcs of most commonly used router bit types including straight, trim, V groove,
beading, cove, slot cutter and more to meet your different needs,and comes with a convenient
reusable yellow-colored plastic storage case, so you can keep your bits organized and safe
[Size]Shank diameter:1/8’’(3mm),Total Length:1.57’’(40mm)
[Using for most materials]Able to engrave on a wide range of materials including: wood, aluminum,
Metal, ABS, acrylic, PVC, plastics, etc. Well-suited for detailed work, such as building and sanding
dollhouse furniture, model trains, or miniature buildings and planes

 

Specifications

Specifications:

-Material: HSS,with a titanium coating
-Type: straight, trim, V groove, beading, cove, slot cutter and more
-Shank diameter:1/8inch(3mm)
-Length: 1.57inch(40mm)
-Quantity: 10pcs

Features:
-10pcs Mini Router Bits for Carpentry
-This is a new set of 10 mini router bits
-They can be used with a Dremel tool
-Each has a 1/8" (3 mm) shank
-Ideal for Carpentry, Home Improvement, Crafts, Hobbies & More
-Premium-Quality router bit set in the highly sought after 1/8" shank size.
-Includes the 10 most commonly used types: straight, trim, V groove, beading, cove, slot cutter and
more.
-These rugged bits are made of tough High Speed Steel HSS and are Titanium coated!
-Transforms your rotary tool/dremel/die grinder into a high speed router for extra fine detail routing &
shaping.

Package Include:
1x Slot cutter Diameter 3.2mm
1x Slot cutter Diameter 5.0mm
1x Slot cutter Diameter 6.5mm
1x Rounding over cutter Diameter 6.4mm
1x V-Slot cutter Diameter 6.5mm
1x Combi cutter 6.5/2.5mm
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1x Core box bit 3.2mm radius
1x Rebating cutter 6.4mm
1x Edge cutter with pin Diameter 5.0mm
1x Half round cutter Diameter 13mm
6 x Mandrel

Additional Information

Brand Dremel

SKU TN-BITS-10

Weight 0.3000

Tool Type Case Modding

Material Steel


